
Covid-19 Rules for KING LEAR in the Botanical Garden - June & July 2021

Shakespeare Frankfurt is grateful to be able to create live theatre again in the Botanical

Garden Frankfurt! However, the Covid-19 situation requires strict compliance with the safety

rules listed below. We count on your understanding and cooperation - thank you!

Please read these rules carefully and make sure that you can comply with all of them. If you

have any questions, check the FAQ section on our website or send an email to

info@shakespearefrankfurt.de.

We all know that the situation may change again; an increase of the ‘Inzidenz’ to above 100

would trigger a shut-down and require safe numbers again before we can resume. Please

keep yourselves informed by checking our website - and keep your fingers crossed!

1 - TICKETS and FORMS

1.1 Tickets are available exclusively through Frankfurt Ticket. It will not be possible to buy

tickets at the door.

1.2 Tickets will be issued by household, and you will be asked by Frankfurt Ticket to fill in a

form stating the names of everyone in your household attending the show.

1.3 You must present a ‘Negativnachweis’ at the door, i.e.: (a) documented proof of full

vaccine protection; (b) a negative test result no older than 24 hours from an officially

recognised testing place - ‘DIY’ or ‘self-tests’ are not sufficient; or (c) a

‘Genesenen-Nachweis’  showing you have had, and recovered from, Covid-19. For details on

(b) and (c) see §2 Covid-19 SchAusnahmV.

1.4 Finally, please also bring an ID showing your name and address.

These requirements are obligatory for admission - no exceptions!

2 - MASKS & HYGIENE

2.1 Audience members must wear masks at all times during the event. These do not have

to be medical masks; any well-fitting cloth that covers mouth and nose is also permitted.

On hot days, this may cause discomfort, but we can not make exceptions. If you think you

may have trouble breathing with a mask in the heat, please consider this before booking.

2.2 It is permitted to remove the mask in order to eat or drink something, but only for that

purpose. See also 5.
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2.3 Hand sanitisers will be stationed at the entrance, the concession stand and the toilets.

3 - SAFE DISTANCES

3.1 Everyone in the audience must at all times keep a distance of 1,5m from other audience

members and from staff and ushers. In the ‘stationary areas’ (entrance, concessions, toilets,

and the scene locations), safe areas will be designated.

3.2 This is a promenade performance and we will be moving as a group from one scene

location to the next. Our ushers are trained to gauge the safety distance, but we count on

your help to stay safely apart while we move - and to shift when the ushers ask you to!

3.3 Members of a single household will receive an identifier at the entrance, provided that

they have booked as a household. They can then ignore the safety distance amongst each

other - but still have to stay 1,5m apart from anyone else!

4 - ON YOUR FEET!

4.1 For this performance there is standing room only, including on grass. Please wear

appropriate, comfortable shoes.

4.2 There will be limited seating in the concessions area, and at the beginning and end of

the show. We ask that priority be given to audience members who physically need a rest.

4.3 We play in any and all weather, so please dress accordingly (raincoats yes; umbrellas or

parasols: no). The only exception is a thunderstorm, when no one is allowed to be in the

Garden. Should this event of Force Majeure occur, we cannot offer a refund.

5 - INTERVAL; USE OF TOILETS

5.1 There will be a 20-minute interval halfway through the show. Please use the toilets

then; it will not be possible to go to the toilet during the performance.

5.2 In order to minimise queues and contacts, we will not operate a regular concession

stand. We suggest you bring your own food and drink for consumption in the designated

areas. Please keep it simple (no big bags or picnic baskets), do not share anything with

anyone outside your household, and minimise waste.

There will be some water on sale but basically only as ‘emergency rations’.

You can carry and consume drinks (not food) during the show, but this must be kept to a

minimum as it requires taking off your mask.


